Appliance Couplers
465C2 and 465C Series

Installation Instructions

465C2, 10A 250V a.c.
Not suitable for use above 75°C
Stripping dimensions (actual length shown)

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Slip cord shroud (small end first) over flexible cord.
2. Strip cord to lengths shown and push bare wire under head of screws in the following order: Connect brown (or red) wire to terminal marked L and blue (or black) wire to terminal marked N.
3. Double check that all wires are securely clamped under screws.
4. Refit cord shroud, replace clamp over outer sheathing and tighten screws.
5. Replace cover and tighten screw.
465C2, 10A 250V a.c.
Not suitable for use above 75°C
Stripping dimensions (actual length shown)

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Slip cord shroud (small end first) over flexible cord.
2. Strip cord to lengths shown and push bare wire under head of screws in the following order: Connect brown (or red) wire to terminal marked L, blue (or black) wire to terminal marked N, green/yellow wire to terminal marked E and .
3. Double check that all wires are securely clamped under screws.
4. Refit cord shroud, replace clamp over outer sheathing and tighten screws.
5. Replace cover and tighten screw.
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